Mackinaw News
by Sandy Planisek

			

Events in Mackinaw City

February 10 Monday
•

Historical Society talk on Bird Rehabilitation, Tonya Procknow, Library, 7 pm

February 15 Saturday
•
•

May Woods hike and ribbon cutting, enter off Headlands Rd., 10 am
S.A.R.M. Cookies and Crafts, Church of the Straits, 3 - 4:30 pm

February 16 Sunday
•

Bridal Show, Audie’s, 12 - 2 pm

February 19 Wednesday
•

Memorial Day Parade Fund raiser dinner, Audie’s, 5 - 7 pm, $

February 21 Friday
•

Athletic Hall of Fame Dinner and Awards, Audie’s, 4:30 pm, Induction between games

February 22 Saturday
•

DNR Job Fair, St. Anthony’s, 10 am - 2 pm

February 26 Wednesday
•

Ash Wednesday, St. Anthony’s, 7 pm

February 29 Saturday
•

Ski by Lantern Light, Cheboygan State Park, 6 - 9 pm

March 5 - June 10
•

Hawk Watch, by Rec Center, watch for sign

March 8 Sunday

Cabin Fever Dinner by Historical Society, Audie’s, 4:30 - 7 pm, $

AT

•

This snow family has had a tough winter with very little snow and frequent above freezing temperatures
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Memorial Day Parade Fund Raiser
Wednesday, February 19, Audie’s, 5 - 7 pm
There will be Memorial Day parade fund raiser buffet February 19th, Wednesday, from 5 until 7 p.m. at Audie’s
restaurant. Cost is $12 for adults, $6 for children 6 and under. There will be a 50/50 raffle. The menu will be baked
chicken, vegetarian lasagna, fried cod, salad bar, and dessert. Future fund raisers will be March 18 and April 15th.

S.A.R.M. Cookies and Crafts
Saturday, February 15, 3 - 4:30 pm, Church of the Straits, free
The Straits Area Resort Ministry invites all youth 8 - 15 to come and
share fellowship and fun on Saturday afternoon, the 15th.
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Ribbon Cutting and May Woods Hike
Saturday, February 15, May Woods off of Heritage Village, 10 am, free
The Chamber of Commerce will hold a ribbon (grapevine) cutting at May Woods to celebrate the clearing and marking
of a set of trails created by the
Mackinaw Area Historical Society.

AT

The trails are open to the public for
non-motorized use. An organized
trail hike occurs monthly at 10 am
every third Saturday. After the ribbon
cutting on Saturday the 15th at 10
am, hike with others to see the new
trails. Bring your snowshoes if the
weather warrants. The event will be
held at Heritage Village near the entry
to the woods. Parking is available at
Heritage Village and at Headlands.

Trail makers are volunteers Larry Flynn, Cliff
and Nancy Grimm, and not shown Ted Wright
and Doug Fouty
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MCAAC Drop-in Free Art Class
Friday, February 14, Church of the Straits, 2 pm
Do you want to dabble with your
favorite art technique or learn
something new? Drop in at Church
of the Straits, on Fridays at 2
pm, starting February 14th. The
classroom is located in the basement
of the church. Enter the door near
the flag pole facing N. Huron Street.
Bring the work you want to finish
and your artistic enthusiasm, and we
will decide where the spirit moves
us. We may have five different
activities going on or may decide to
concentrate on one thing for a day.
Contact MaryAnn Moore at
734-934-0170 for more information.   

Heart Healthy February

February 15 - 17 Saturday thru Monday

Free fishing for residents and out-of-state visitors. (All other fishing
regulations apply.) Free entry to all state parks and boating access sites.
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Village Hall News
A public hearing on a village request for $1.35 million in Community Development Block Grant funding for a new water
tower and a new sewer lift station received no comments. Because Mackinaw has been recently classified as a low to
moderate income community, it has opened up this grant possibility. The village agreed to provide a 25% match to help it
score in the grant allocating process. Council approved all of the paperwork needed to proceed with this grant application.

Pump Station Too Close to Lake

With rising lake levels, it is obvious that the DuJaunay sewage lift station is too close to the lake. In addition the
equipment is old and requires regular repairs. These reasons warrant the replacement and re-location of the lift station.
Currently the lift station is 10 feet from the lake and erosion is rapidly eating away the shore. The new lift station will be
250 feet away from the lake. It will be equipped with a dedicated emergency generator and automatic transfer switch to
assure it continues to operate in case of power failure.

Lift Station

Erosion is eating toward the DuJaunay lift station in green
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Amount of Water Pumped Is Down, Water Tank Going Up
As part of the grant application historic water data, from 2002 to 2019, was released. It provides interesting reading. Here
are some of my conclusions.
•

There has been a nearly steady decrease in the amount of water pumped in Mackinaw City since 2003. In fact the
summer water consumption has dropped from its high in 2006 to its low in 2019 by 40%.

•

The consumption in the off-season dropped by 32% from the high in 2004 to the low in 2019.

•

Both seasons dropped since the dramatic
water rate increase of March 2018.

Two explanations come to mind: 1) drop in
number of users, and 2) better conservation.
Both seem to be at work. It feels to me like
the year-round population of Mackinaw City
is dropping, a hypothesis that will soon be
tested as the census numbers are collected in
April. Since 2010, the date of the last census,
the consumption during the non-tourist season
has dropped 13%. My hypothesis would
predict the new population of Mackinaw City
for 2020 would no longer be 800 residents but
rather just under 700, or about 13% fewer. We
will see.
My second hypothesis is that summer usage
has dropped because local businesses,
especially hotels, and the village have
worked at conservation. This is particularly
evident by the sharp drop in summer usage
since the dramatic water rate increase went
into effect in 2018. The village is more
closely monitoring its lawn watering and has
discontinued the fountain at the corner of
Louvigny and Straits Ave.
It is ironic that the state is requiring
Mackinaw to build an expensive new water tower as water usage is dropping rather dramatically. But the new tower is not
for day-to-day use, it is for back-up in case of a fire.
The village engineers calculated the size needed for the new water tower. The water system should provide 1,000 gallons
per minute in case of a house fire, and between 2,000 and 4,000 a minute for a commercial fire, and it needs to sustain
that amount for 2 - 4 hours. The engineers figured on 2,500 gallons per minute for two hours for our commercial needs,
particularly since there are many multi-story hotels. The results show that between consumption and fire back-up we need
358,000 gallons of stored water. Our current tower holds 200,000 gallons. Thus, the village hopes to get approval to build
a second tank of 150,000 gallons. It will be placed on village land south of the cemetery. The actual size is still being
negotiated as other back-up systems are put in place.
Besides being required by the state, the second water tank will allow for a back-up source of water for
maintenance or accident if one of the tanks is disabled. You may recall that a few years ago, when the inside
of the water tank was being cleaned, the village ran solely on water as it was being pumped out of the ground.
With the second tank there should always be stored water on hand.
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Mackinaw History

I remember going to a council meeting about 30 years ago and
a man stood up and started telling the story of Father DuJaunay.
The precise, passionate story teller was Ed Voss. He was making a
point - it is an honor to have a street named after you. It is no honor
to have your name misspelled.
That scene emerged from my memories as I read about the grant
application for a new sewer lift station. It is no honor to have
your name misspelled. That priest, who was very important in
Mackinaw’s history, is DuJaunay. The grant request not only misspells his name, but misspells it two different ways.
Fr. DuJaunay was born in 1704 in France and died 75 years later in Quebec. He studied theology in France and upon
ordination as a Jesuit he sailed for New France in 1734. In 1735 he arrived at Michilimackinac and here he stayed for
30 years. His church was Ste. Annes. He ministered to the white French residents but loved the Native Americans. He
was very distressed by the poor treatment of natives by the so-called Christian whites. In 1741, when the natives decided
they had to move away from Michilimackinac to more fertile ground, he convinced them they could prosper at L’Arbre
Croche rather than retreating clear down to the Grand Rapids area. It was a genius move, convincing the Indians that
the fort would be a lucrative market for their surplus crops while likewise assuring a steady food supply for the Colonial
Michilimackinac community. One of his special interests was the
young Charles Langlade. He made sure that this charismatic, French It is no honor to have your name misspelled!
Indian resident of the community was given a solid French education
to supplement his native education from his mother.
DuJaunay was the priest at Mackinaw when the French lost the fort
to the British. He encouraged the local community to accept this
transition. His appeal worked on the local French and on the Odawa.
But he failed to convince the Ojibway, who attacked and conquered
the fort in 1763. DuJaunay and Langlade were responsible for
saving the lives of the trader Alexander Henry and Captain George
Etherington, leader of the fort, after the battle was concluded.
In 1765 he was recalled from Michilimackinac and his mission
was closed. He had performed 25 weddings and 120 baptisms in
Mackinaw.
All of the other historic characters in this story also have Mackinaw
streets named after them. But only DuJaunay is dishonored regularly
with misspellings. There is no “c” in DuJaunay. Let’s do him a
service, after he did so many for us. Let’s get the spelling of his name
right.

DuJaunay

    

Many people have played the role of Fr,
DuJaunay in the pageant over the decades
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More Village Hall News
The village’s budget for this upcoming year allocates money for a few big purchases consistent with the new Capital
Improvement Plan. The fire department has requested a new command vehicle for example. Two new furnaces for
the Recreation Center, to augment the new furnace last year, have been budgeted. And a 3-year project of replacing
the internal workings of the street light posts has been included. The other change is budgeting for a full-time zoning
administrator with a legal background.
The budget was presented to the public receiving no comments, the council voted to accept the proposed budget. They
also approved the millage rate of 16.8242 mills. This will be broken down into:
General Fund 10.4647 mills
Streets
4.1857
Cemetery
0.8369
Advertising
0.5000
Library
0.8369
There will also be a 1% administration fee.
The council approved two special events:1) the 12th year of the Owosso Tractor parade on September 11th and 2) a
new art installation by the Mackinaw City Area Arts Council with the village as co-sponsor. This would involve 4 - 6
art installations at public parks in high traffic areas, similar to those displayed a few years ago by the DIA except with a
content theme of Northern Michigan. The village will install the posts to support the art, the Arts Council will supply the
artwork reproductions, framing and mounting. The art will be installed before Memorial Day and removed at the end of
October.
John Krueger will become the new Fire Chief and Evan Thompson will be promoted from Lieutenant to Assistant Chief.
The council agreed that the village and school should work together on a partnership for the Recreation Center. Village
manager Wyman will talk to the DNR about whether this is possible under the terms of the grant that built the facility.
Mackinac Marine Rescue presented their annual report. They are the group that assists the Coast Guard and regional
police with water related emergency responses. Mackinaw City plays a part in this operation by guaranteeing access to
fuel 24/7. They performed 48 emergency responses in the area last year, down from the 60 of the year before.
The Village’s Community Development Plan is meant to consider the high percentage of its population living at low to
moderate income and has created of the following goals:
• Preserve residential neighborhoods and increase walkability;
• Provide a range of housing types to accommodate various income levels including the development of downtown
second floor residential housing;
• Provide a mix of commercial uses at planned locations;
• Preserve and enhance the downtown area where much of the tourism trade is located;
• Ensure environmentally sound development and redevelopment;
• Plan and develop parks and recreation facilities for all citizens and visitors alike;
• Maintain public water and sewer services throughout the Village; and
• Promote a coordinated approach to planning for, and provision of, public services and land use among local units of
government.
The village now has a 6-year Capital Improvement Plan designed to explain and help budget for the capital
expenditures needed to maintain the community. This is in addition to an operating budget. Each year the plan
will be reviewed and rolled along as a 6-year plan. This plan is for nonrecurring expenditures and includes
estimates of costs and timing. You can read it on the next page.
February 9, 2020
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Mackinaw City’s Capital Improvement Plan 2021-2026
Capital improvements are defined as major, nonrecurring expenditures that include the following. You can enlarge the
screen to be able to read the entries.
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Math and Independence - the Goal of Marking Period Projects
The third marking period has begun for Mackinaw’s school. In the math program this means a new, term-long project.
A new project is introduced at the beginning of every term and there are two completion deadlines. For extra credit
the students can complete the project in the first two weeks of the term, or procrastinators have eight weeks for the
final deadline. There are no daily reminders, no nagging. The goal is two fold, 1) to teach a math skill, and 2) to teach
independence in student’s work habits, i.e. prepare for college and life.
The projects are created to join skills with fun and/or real life experiences. This term’s project is fun and is a graphing
project. Students are to select some Mackinaw City landmark, convert its outline to graph paper, mark an X and Y
axis through the paper, and plot 120 or more points to create an outline of the landmark. Then they will record the x,y
coordinates of the dots in order. These coordinates must be typed and turned in with their graphed drawing. Ms. Lee will
pass the sheet of coordinates to another student who will use it as a Follow The Dots type of exercises to re-create the
original object and then identify it by name.
The students eagerly began listing possible landmarks, ranging from the bridge, church, school, to Wienerlicious. All
students were encouraged to turn in their assignment early for extra credit. Again, the goal is to teach independent work
habits that will help carry these students over the threshold into college more smoothly. I will check back on these projects
so you can see their choices.

This is the type of result expected except with a Mackinaw
landmark. Notice that this paper went a little astray toward
the bottom. To get the separate loops, each time the
pencil should be lifted from the paper, the directions will
say stop.
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Coronavirus - How Worried Should We Really Be?
Scientific data on the coronavirus is still tentative, but the New York Times tried to put the virus in perspective.
1. How contagious is the virus?
The disease is transmitted in the tiny water droplets we exhale by breathing, coughing, sneezing or just talking. This virus
seems to be able to live in such airborne droplets for a distance of about six feet. It is unknown how long it can live if it
lands on a surface. This is considered a moderate distance compared something highly contagious like measles that can
travel 100 feet and stay alive on surfaces for hours. Currently it is believed that one person with coronavirus would infect
between 1.5 and 3.5 people, similar to SARS. A flu carrier on the other hand infects on average 1.3 others; measles infects
15. If the coronavirus infects 2.6 people, after five iterations it will have infected 368 people while the flu in the same
number of iterations would have only inflected 45.
2. How deadly is the virus?
It’s hard to know yet. But the fatality rate is probably less than 3 percent, much less than SARS which kills 10% or MERS
which kills 33%. This is the hardest number to estimate since the first reported cases come from the sickest people.

Fatality against contagion for serious diseases
Notice that the y-axis is a logarithmic scale so read it carefully

3. How long does it take to show symptoms?
Possibly between 2 to 14 days, allowing the illness to go undetected. Another factor is how does the timing of symptoms
align with timing of contagion. The flu, for example, is contagious before it shows symptoms making it hard to control.
On the other hand, SARS shows symptoms before being contagious. This timing is an unknown for coronavirus.
4. How much have infected people traveled?
The virus spread quickly because it started in a transportation hub bigger than New York City. China has four times as
many train and air passengers as during the SARS outbreak.
5. How long will it take to develop a vaccine?
A vaccine is still a year away — at minimum.
Source: New York Times, Feb. 1, 2020
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Worried About Coronavirus - Worry Instead About Swine Flu
The Michigan Influenza Center at the
University of Michigan reports the H1N1
version A flu has surged in Michigan. That
is one version of the flu that in 2009 caused
a worldwide pandemic. The flu season in
Michigan had started to wane a couple of
weeks ago but now it is re-surging with a
version of the old flu. The Center is one of
five centers that tracks flu to provide data for
each year’s flu shot.

Swine Flu Killed Middle Age Groups

While no Michigan resident has diagnosed
with the coronavirus yet, 291 adults and 74
youth have been hospitalized with the flu.
Two children have died. And most of the
cases were H1N1.
The best advice for both diseases is regularly wash your hands with soap for 20
seconds, especially before eating, after blowing your nose, coughing or sneezing.
The CDC does not advise using masks.

Headland’s Dark Sky Park Again Without Sky Expert
It has been a couple of years since the Dark Sky Coast Association, that
was formed as a non-profit to raise money for the Headlands Dark Sky
Park, gave up their efforts because the Emmet County administration
would not allow them to use the property in any way, including putting
out fund-raising brochures. When they disbanded they left some money.
A bit later, the county also forced Mary Stewart Adams, the park guru,
out.
Beyond all odds, the county attracted yet another group willing to work
for free for the park, the Northern Michigan Astronomy Club. The
focus of programing changed from the humanist approach of Adams,
who recounted how humanity had viewed the sky down through the
centuries, to a more science approach with more emphasis on telescopes.
Enthusiasts continued to come to the park. The Astronomy Club has
been providing free programing at the park since Adams left. It was their
understanding that the money left by the Dark Sky Coast Association
would be used to upgrade the telescopes, an amount requiring around
$11,000.
But the county decided to use the money to upgrade the caretaker’s
house, a facility that they now rent out as the Stargazer’s House instead.
The Astronomy Club felt betrayed and has announced they will no
longer run the programs at Headlands.
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State News
DNR to launch new license sales system Feb. 18

The Michigan Department of Natural Resources will move to a new, more technologically advanced system for selling
hunting and fishing licenses, hunting applications, and ORV and snowmobile permits online and at retail agent locations
statewide. The new system will go live at noon Feb. 18.
The transition to the new license sales system will take place Saturday, Feb. 15, through noon Tuesday, Feb. 18. DNR
licenses, permits and applications will not be sold in stores or online during that time. Moving to the new system, which
will replace a 26-year-old system under a vendor contract ending in April, allowed the DNR to upgrade its license sales
technology, enhance features for customers and provide new equipment to license retailers.

Indiana Reaffirms Public Beach Access

An attempt to prohibit Lake Michigan beach goers from laying on a towel, enjoying a picnic, throwing a Frisbee or
doing pretty much anything near the water was overwhelmingly rejected last week by the Indiana House. This reinforces
Michigan’s similar rule.

Bill to Reduce High School Graduation Requirements

A package of bills has been introduced to eliminate some graduation requirements including Algebra II, world history,
U.S. history, art, foreign language, and health and physical fitness. These would all become optional class choices, not
required. Push back is strongest on the health and physical fitness elimination because teens already suffer higher rates of
anxiety, suicide, depression and obesity, all conditions relieved by health and physical education.

The weather results for January are in. If you felt it was warm and dry you are mostly right

January was 9 degrees F higher than normal. Precipitation was normal but our snowfall is below normal and the snow
depth is half of normal. The rest of the precipitation came as rain. We had one entire day of sun and eight days that were
partly sunny, the rest, 22, were gloomy gray. This is good and bad. The heating bills should be down. The Bureau of
Economic Statistics reports that skiing, snowmobiling and other snow activities add $73 million to Michigan’s economy
annually, but not this year.

New State Web Site to Follow Michigan’s Progress to be a Top 10 State

Business Leaders for Michigan, a group of leaders from Michigan universities and business, worked with economists and
lawmakers to create a website with data and policies to move Michigan into one of the top 10 states in the nation. The
website is https://www.michigansroadtotopten.com     It contains a lot of comparative data. The group identified these six
top priories for 2020:
• Strengthen Michigan’s talent base by developing a strategy to attract more immigrants and out-of-state talent;
• Build strong communities by raising sufficient and sustainable revenue to improve our roads and bridges;
• Leverage our key strengths by promoting key industries that have untapped potential to elevate Michigan’s status as a diverse
•
•
•

economic powerhouse;
Design recommendations to improve alignment between community college outcomes and workforce needs;
Invest in people by advocating for adoption of Launch Michigan’s recommendations and directing more existing funding directly to
the classroom and
Compete for good jobs by establishing the best business attraction program in the country.

Emmet County Recycling Commended in Congressional Committee Hearing

Emmet County was held up as an example of successful rural recycling programs on Wednesday, Feb. 5, in Washington,
D.C. during a hearing by the Subcommittee on Interior, Environment, and Related Agencies of the U.S. House of
Representatives’ Committee on Appropriations. The hearing on “Strengthening Community Recycling
Programs: Challenges and Opportunities,” was convened to explore how the federal government can partner
with states and counties to increase recycling. The county offers curbside collection services to 60 percent of
its residents and operates 13 recycling drop-off sites. In total, 80 percent of county residents participate in the
program, and as a result, Emmet County has a recycling rate of 40 percent, five percent higher than the national
average.
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New Auto Insurance Law - how to understand it
The state Department of Insurance and Financial Services is worried that the public will have trouble with the new
insurance law that goes into effect July 1st. Here is contact information to their educational materials:
michigan.gov/autoinsurance
autoinsurance@michigan.gov.
hotline can be reached at 833-ASK-DIFS (275-3437).
The law will let drivers opt out of what has been mandatory, unlimited PIP coverage. There will be six PIP levels:
• unlimited;
• $500,000;
• $250,000;
• $250,000 option that excludes medical coverage if the driver has other health insurance covering car crashes;
• $50,000, if the motorist is enrolled in Medicaid; and
• zero coverage, if the driver has Medicare coverage.
Personal injury protection, or PIP, is the portion of an auto insurance premium that covers medical treatment and
rehabilitation expenses. It also covers lost wages and assistance with things like cooking and cleaning.
The state recommends you sit down with your agent, your company, your family and think about what works for you.”
Michigan will continue to be the only state where unlimited PIP is available.

Tree trimming
I’m sure you have heard the rattling and buzzing of the fleet of Consumer
Energy trucks hopping from tree to tree this week, leaving wood splinters in
their wake. The tree trimming has produced piles of logs. They belong to the
owner of the property where they were cut. Some of that was in the village
right-of-way and the village crew quickly picked up any logs belonging to
the village.

Emmet County Upgrading Ambulances
Because we voted extra millage for the county’s ambulances, two ambulances
will get upgraded this year and the first is completed. The process being used,
designed to save money, is to lift the modular box, the patient compartment, off
the old ambulance chassis and mount it on the new chassis.
The ambulance just completed was originally manufactured in 2014 and was
installed on a Chevrolet 45OO diesel van chassis. After reaching 250,000
miles the chassis had reached is serviceable life, and was replaced with a
more economical 2019 Chevrolet 4500 gasoline chassis. The modular box
was completely re-manufactured and brought up to industry specifications and
installed on the new chassis.
The second remount will begin in May and be done by August. It will cost
$123,000.
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State of the Union - Wages up except retail and transportation
You heard the president and then Gov. Whitmer talk about the State of the Union. Here are some hard facts to supplement
their claims coming from USAFacts.

Median wages increased 0.1% from 2017 to 2018. They’re up 1% since 2004, adjusting for inflation. Unfortunately for
Mackinaw, wages in retail and transportation decreased by 4% and 11%, respectively since 2004.

The federal government collected $3.5 trillion in revenue in 2019. That’s $10,548 per person. The
federal government spent $13,547 per person. Federal revenue grew 2% (inflation adjusted) in 2019
while spending grew 6%. The spending was broken down into 23% for Social Security, 20% for
National Defense,16% for Medicare, 16% went to states, and the rest was miscellaneous.
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Michigan Lags in Child Care
“Child care for an infant or toddler can cost upward of
$300 a week at a high-quality center. Four years of child
care can cost Michigan families as much as tuition at the
University of Michigan,” according to Bridge Magazine.
“Michigan lags most states in helping families afford
child care. Families must have a household income
below 130 percent of the federal poverty line to qualify
for child care assistance, which equates to $27,729 a
year.”
In addition to low financial support for families there is a
dramatic shortage of child care facilities in the Mackinaw
area and the rest of the state. The article goes on to say,
“The average U.S. child care worker earned $23,760
in 2017. Ads for child care workers in the Lansing area
offer salaries as low as $9.65 an hour, similar or less than
what’s earned at fast-food restaurants.”
The Grand Rapids Chamber of Commerce drew together
experts who agreed it is a big problem but didn’t have
a simple solution. A proposal has been discussed in the
legislature to raise the income level for financial aid to
150% of the poverty level.

Retiring Arts Board Members

Aliana Lee

At the Mackinaw City Area Arts Council Annual
Meeting outgoing Board Members Joann Leal and Jo
Cooley were recognized for all of their contribution
towards the MCAAC over the years. Both Leal and
Cooley were a part of the original MCAAC board in
2011. Their help has been much appreciated.
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Do You Like the Taste of Plastic?
We are consuming quite a lot of plastic, mostly in water and water-based products like soup, beverages, etc. The
World Wildlife Federation calculated the amount we consume and Reuters created these images to show the amount.
Although scientists don’t know how much of a health hazard this is, they do know that plastic molecules are endocrine
disruptors and interfere with reproductive systems in some animals. They also know that they last a long long time in the
environment.

AVERAGE PERSON CONSUMES

EVERY WEEK

EVERY YEAR

EVERY MONTH

EVERY 10 YEARS
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Less coal more gas
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